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A recent neural-process approach using dynamic field theory (DFT), put forth by Buss 
and Spencer (2014), demonstrated how a simple dimensional attention mechanism can explain 
the behavioral and neural data associated with the development of flexible attention and 
performance in the Dimensional Change Card Sorting task (DCCS). Taking a dynamical systems 
approach to the development of attention in executive functioning is critical as it allows us to 
further probe the underlying processes and mechanisms that give rise to later life success.  
The goal of the current proposal is to generalize DFT in order to explain the development 
of selective attention in the context of the Triad-Classification task (TC) and to test these 
assumptions by collecting behavioral and hemodynamic data. The aforementioned model 
predicts that both selective and flexible attention develop through a common dimensional 
attention mechanism in the context of the DCCS and TC tasks respectably. Despite this common 
mechanism, the model also predicts divergence in hemodynamic activation between these tasks 
at different points in development, suggesting certain aspects of the proposed frontal-temporal-
parietal network may be involved uniquely when engaging in selectivity verses flexibility. The 
purpose of this paper is to highlight the specific data used to test this theory, so minimal time 
will be spent on the predictive power of such a model; rather the emphasis will be on how the 
model and data together can inform the literature concerning the development of these two types 
of attention. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Executive Functioning: Past Perspectives    
Executive functioning (EF) is a term used to refer to various aspects of cognitive control, 
autonomy, and mental flexibility (Buss, Witfall & Hazeltine, 2013). EF undergoes rapid changes 
in early childhood and continues to develop through adolescence (Best & Miller, 2010; Blair, 
Zelazo, & Greenberg, 2010; Huisinga, Dolan, & van der Molen, 2006).  Measures of EF in early 
childhood are predictive of later physical health, substance dependency, personal finances, as 
well as criminal offending outcomes (Moffitt et al., 2011). EF deficits are associated with 
various clinical disorders such as Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) and Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) (Banaschewshi et al., 2005; Brown, 2013; Hill, 2004; Lemon, 
Gargaro, Enticott & Rinehart, 2011; Zelazo, 2013).  Further, interventions for EF during the 
preschool years and in early to late childhood have been shown to be beneficial for overall 
cognitive functioning, executive control, and social/emotional development during specific tasks  
(Diamond & Lee, 2011; Moffitt et al., 2010; Thorell et al., 2009; Weibe et al., 2011). One 
limitation of such interventions is they lack generalizability beyond the task used in the 
intervention. In order to have a better understanding of EF to both improve interventions and 
prolong their effects, a aa systems approach to these developmental outcomes is needed. To 
achieve this, new studies need to focus on unearthing both the mechanisms and neural processes 
underlying the developmental changes involved in EF abilities (i.e., attention, working memory, 
planning, etc.). 
 Traditionally, EF has been considered part of the ‘central executive’, a homunculus or 
supervisory attention system. Under this framework, a centralized controller is informed of the 




This view of EF sidesteps the question of how control is achieved and instead focuses on what is 
controlled. The central executive is then seen as been neurally localized to the frontal cortex 
from which it controls processes in other brain regions. This approach seems to be challenged in 
light of  recent work demonstrating that EF is reliant not only upon frontal cortex activity, but 
upon networks of brain regions with which the frontal cortex interacts (Stuss & Alexander, 
2000). 
 An alternative perspective of EF applies a latent variable approach to differentiate 
specific functions of control that are involved across different tasks or contexts. Based on this 
approach, three core executive functions or components have been proposed; updating, shifting, 
and inhibition. According to the latent variable approach set forth by Miyake and Friedman 
(2012), research can target EF more directly by using the shared variance (i.e. the uniqueness and 
overlap of variance in various components of executive functioning)  between multiple tasks, 
involved in a specific EF component (e.g. inhibition). Miyake and Friedman (2012) proposed the 
idea that shared variance could be largely task dependent; meaning the battery of tasks used in 
each study could yield diverse results concerning the uniqueness of and unity within of each of 
the defined component. To test this idea, Thorell et al. (2009) investigated training effects 
associated with interventions aimed to increase EF and found that these effects transferred across 
components of EF, suggesting there is more to EF than that which can be parceled out by a 
shared variance perspective. Although the results of Thorell et al. (2009) provide evidence for 
overlapping EF processes, shared variance approaches to EF primarily focus on descriptions of 
executive control rather than explaining the processes or mechanisms involved in obtaining 
control. Based on this, a neural network approach to each component or aspect may be better 




unique as it focuses less on single-cause explanations and more on incorporating findings from 
various types of manipulations. These aspects of executive functioning do not seem to be under a 
single controller but rather control is distributed, thus multiple causes can be inferred.  
To be able to explain the underlying mechanisms of EF, a deeper understanding of the 
dynamics involved in different types of EF is needed (Morton, 2010; Buss & Spencer, 2014).  
Current Directions  
As the key interest of this study is the development of executive functioning is important 
to highlight the theoretical disposition towards development influencing this interest. Dynamic 
systems approaches to development provide a rich avenue to explore the aforementioned 
questions concerning the development of EF. From this disposition, development is viewed as 
being non-linear, self-organizing, embodied, and individually variant (Miller, 2002; Spencer et 
al., 2006).  A recent dynamic systems theory explains EF as an emergent outcome of 
neurocognitive processes. Rather than focusing on components of control, this theoretical stance 
on EF provides greater insight to how control is achieved. For example, Buss and Spencer (2014) 
identified a key process that gives rise to various aspects of control: dimensional attention. Using 
a simple dimensional attention mechanism, Buss and Spencer (2014) were able to explain a wide 
array of data relating to the development of attentional flexibility. Both selectivity and flexibility 
are important skills of EF, yet the processes and mechanisms associated with these attentional 
functions are still somewhat convoluted in the literature. The focus of this paper is to generalize 
the dimensional attention mechanism to determine if it can also explain the development of 






Chapter 2: The Role of Attention  
Attention is a key function of executive functions and can be measured neurologically, 
behaviorally, and physiologically (Ruff & Rothbart, 1996). Previous research on attention 
development focused on anatomical regions in the brain corresponding to the anterior and 
posterior attention networks (Posner, 1992; Posner & Peterson, 1989) and the sub-networks of 
these systems: orienting, alerting, and executive attention (Peterson & Posner, 2012). These 
networks give rise to general attention processes including the selection of a target, the 
engagement of attention, and the controls needed to shift and maintain attention necessary for the 
current situation or task (Ruff & Rothbart, 1996). Previous research has shown that general 
attentional ability is facilitated by the processes involved in selectivity, state of engagement, and 
higher-level control (Ruff & Rothbart, 1996). Attention is complex, multidimensional, and 
involves many different regions of the brain. A recent review on the development of attention in 
early childhood focused on the similarities and distinctions between flexibility and selectivity, 
outlining a need to better understand these attentional functions as they relate to one another 
(Hanania & Smith, 2010).  
Flexible Attention  
Flexible attention, also called attention shifting, is the ability to voluntarily disengage 
from one stimulus and then engage another based on task demands or what is appropriate in a 
specific situation.  The Dimensional Change Card Sorting task (DCCS) is a measure of flexible 
attention that demonstrates robust developmental difference in performance between 3- and 4-
year-olds. In this task, children are asked to first sort cards by one dimension (i.e. shape or color) 
for a set amount of trials in a pre-switch phase. In the second phase of the task, denoted as the 




by shape in the post-switch if they sorted by color in the pre-switch phase). In pre-switch trials, 
3-year-olds perform similarly to 4-year-olds and are able to appropriately sort test cards to the 
matching target cards. In post-switch trials, when the rules change, 3-year olds perseverate (e.g. 
do not switch rules) and continue to sort by the primed color/shape rule from the pre-switch 
phase. In contrast, 4-year-olds are able to flexibly switch attention to sort by the new rules, 
switching attention to the new relevant dimension, in the post-switch phase. Switching rules in 
the DCCS is a complex process that requires not only switching, but also working memory (i.e. 
to maintain a representation of the new rules) and inhibition (i.e. to suppress the irrelevant 
dimensions) during post-switch trials (Garon, Bryson, & Smith, 2008). Thus, flexible attention in 
this task taps into multiple components of EF.  
Selective Attention  
 Selective attention is the preferential allocation of limited processing resources to events 
that have become behaviorally relevant (Booth et al., 2003). This attentional mechanism involves 
the enhanced processing of specific aspects of incoming stimuli that are task relevant, such as 
those necessary for orienting, filtering, searching, and expecting (Driver, 2001; Plude, Enns & 
Brodeur, 1994). Previous research has explored selective attention in the context of different 
learning tasks (e.g. discrimination learning tasks) and focused primarily on visual cognition 
(Kendler, 1963; Triesman, 1969). A recent review of Feature Integration Theory (FIT), first 
proposed by Triesman and colleagues (1977), summarizes how features that share the same 
spatial location automatically bind to that location/object in space, unless the presentation of the 
object is too brief (e.g. a small fraction of a second) in which case some features may not be 
processed and consequently bound to that location in space. This is one critical aspect of both 




The Triad Classification task (TC) is a widely used measure of selective attention 
performance (Shepp & Barrett, 1991; Smith, 1989; Smith & Kelmer, 1977; Smith & Nelson, 
1984; Thompson, 1994; Thompson & Markson, 1998; Ward, 1980).  The structure of the TC is 
outlined in Figure 1, taken from Perry and Samuelson’s (2013) recent adaptation of the original 
task (Smith & Kelmer, 1977).  
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic of the Traid Classification Task. The above schematic represents the basic 
layout of the Triad Classification task where A is the reference object, B is the identity match 
choice, and C is the holistic match choice.                                                  
  
In the TC task participants are shown a reference object (A in Figure 1) and must pick 
between two choice objects, based on which choice (B or C in Figure 1) ‘goes most with’ the 
reference object. One property of this task making it unique when compared to the DCCS is the 
absence of rules that cue the participant to a specific dimension. There is an identity match 
choice (B in Figure 1) that matches the reference object (A in Figure 1) along one dimension but 
is very different along the other. The holistic match choice (C in Figure 1) is more similar across 
both dimensions (e.g., feature values for both the shape and color dimension are close in value to 
that of the reference object) but does not match exactly along either.  In this task, 3-year-olds and 
some 4-year-olds match holistically and some 4-year-olds and all 5-year-olds choose the identity 













relevant dimensions, and metric similarity, and found that holistic categorizations may only be 
depended on one dimension being similar over-all as opposed to both dimensions. This study 
also brings support for the identity match choice being maximally different along the irrelevant 
dimension in the TC task and further explored the differentiation of identity and weights of 
dimensions developmentally. According to pilot data collected in our lab, adults typically 
perform between 80% accuracy to ceiling during this task.  
 Mash (2006) suggested that metrics such as shape, position, and color may matter more 
for younger children (i.e. 5-year-olds) than older children (i.e. 8-year-olds) and adults in a 
modified version of the TC in which curvature and position of object were manipulated. During 
the standard TC, overall similarity of the choice objects to the reference object had less effect on 
proportion of classifications as age increased. However, dimensional identity had a significant 
effect on the proportion of classifications as participants’ age increased. Finally, dimensional 
similarity had an effect that is similar to that of overall similarity of the choice objects until the 
age of 8-years-old, after which it became less relevant for the adult comparison.  These findings 
suggest that a fairly narrow range of information is used by young children when determining 
similarity of objects in the test array.  
Sheep and Barrett (1991) found that object perception is often categorized as holistic or 
‘unitary’ at earlier stages of development and older children integrate more analytical processing 
lending towards more identity choices in the TC.  Milton and colleagues (2008) conducted a 
study with adults where cognitive load and time pressure were assessed as a factor of 
performance. Within the low time pressure condition, individuals in the overall similarity sort 
group took longer to sort than those in the one-dimension sort group. That is the group that only 




dimensions on overall similarity. This study supports the notion that a rule based system will be 
slower than an association based system when time constraints are imposed. Thus, time and 
processing speed is one important aspect of selective attention. In addition, the ‘complexity’ of 
the rules produced by the verbal system is influenced by the amount of time allowed to process 
the stimuli and respond. Results suggest that adults may use selectivity flexibly depending on the 
amount of time available to processing incoming visual stimuli.  Perry and Samuelson (2013) 
found that holistic labelers who label the objects according to their dimension were faster at 
categorizing once labels were given in children 5- to 8-years-old, suggesting that early world 
learning and consequently label learning may strengthen associations between labels and 
dimensional categories resulting in better selective attention to dimensions that are supported by 
both these associations and increasing linguistic support for them.  
Other work utilizes a differential-sensitivity theory to support their conclusion that 
holistic and identity rule use is not as relevant as dimensional rule use in the TC (Raijmakers et 
al., 2004; Thompson, 1994; Thompson & Markson, 1998). In this conclusion, children similarly 
to adults have a biased preference or generally focus on a ‘distinct dimension’. Rather, what is 
important in this theory is that sensitivity to value differences in various dimensions (i.e. metric 
differences) develops along with sensitivity to things like hierarchal salience distinctions within a 
dimensionality. In addition, consistency of behavior in the task develops with increased rule use 
and experience. This explanation is largely perceptual but is not grounded in neural processes 
and mechanisms.  
Interactions between Selective and Flexible Attention 
Currently there is a debate in the literature regarding how selective and flexible attention 




requires selective attention (Habrick, Lickliter, & Flom, 2004). There is evidence from the 
DCCS task that suggests the level of demand placed on selective attention can influence flexible 
attention. It is still somewhat unclear whether this influence of selectivity on flexibility is due to 
the co-development of these abilities or the need for one ability in order to engage in the process 
of the other.  
For example, when the demands on selectivity in the DCCS are decreased or altered, 
children are able to switch attention and flexibly focus attention to the relevant dimension during 
post-switch trials. For instance, if the post-switch features are more distinct or perceptually 
‘salient’ than the pre-switch features, the demands on selective attention during the post-switch 
phase are reduced and 3-year-olds have less difficulty switching rules (Fisher, 2011).  
Additionally, Brooks and colleagues (2003) showed that when unidimensional black and white 
test cards are used, 3-year-olds have little difficulty switching in a “silly” version of the DCCS in 
which the responses are reversed (i.e. stimuli that ‘won’ before in pre-switch trials now ‘loose’) 
for the post-switch phase. In this task, children only need to attend to a single dimension. Three-
year-olds had difficulty in this silly version of the DCCS (i.e. modified to mimic the reversal and 
non-reversal tasks of Kendler and colleagues (1960)) when the stimuli contained multiple 
dimensions (i.e., shape and color). Based on this finding, the authors attribute errors in post-
switch trials of the DCCS to a deficit in selective attention (Brooks et al., 2003). That is the 
inability to selectively focus on the relevant dimensions rather than being distracted by multiple 
dimensions led to better performance on this task. This perspective on the DCCS tasks 
emphasizes both memory for the rules and inhibition of previous responses in post-switch trials 
(e.g. traditional challenges of the DCCS) while adding in complexity of the stimuli as an 




Brace, Morton, and Munakata (2006) showed that reducing the demands on selective 
attention by using an intermediate phase in the DCCS (i.e. the opposite of the aforementioned 
‘silly’ DCCS) where only the post-switch feature is present facilitates post-switch performance 
of 3-year-olds. In this case, the intermediate phase removed the demands imposed on selective 
attention by post-switch rules, thus facilitating 3-year-old performance during the post-switch 
phase. 
These findings together demonstrate the complexities of distinguishing flexible and 
selective attention. The current study aims to delineate the similarities and differences in 
selective and flexible attention at the behavioral and neural levels in the context of the traditional 
DCCS and TC tasks, in hopes to generalize these properties of attentional functioning to other 
attention grounded EF tasks. In addition, providing a neural framework in which to situate these 
findings where selectivity and flexibility are manipulated will allow for a richer understanding of 














Chapter 3: Dynamic Field Theory 
 DFT simulates cognition using neural population dynamics within fields of simulated 
neurons that are ‘tuned’ to specific perceptuomotor information (i.e. dimensions color and 
shape). More complex representations, such as those underlying objects or labels can be produce 
through combinations of these basis perceptuomotor representations. Neurons within these fields 
operate based on a local-excitation surround-inhibition interaction profile. The fundamental units 
of cognition in this framework are peaks of activation for neural units tuned to particular 
information. A peak of activation can correspond to processes such as working-memory, 
attention, or selection of a stimulus or response. Hebbian learning operates within these field 
representations to boost baseline levels of activation for previously activated neural units.  
Recently, Buss and Spencer (2014) put forth a neurocomputational framework, utilizing 
using Dynamic Field Theory (DFT) that was able to provide traction for the study of EF 
development. DFT explains the development of EF as being emergent from interactions between 
neural systems involved in perception and action. Buss and Spencer (2014) proposed a 
dimensional label learning hypothesis to explain the development of attentional control in the 
DCCS, thus providing a deeper theoretical understanding of 3- and 4-year-olds’ performance in 
the task. This hypothesis states that attentional development is driven by the learning of 
dimensional labels which leads to greater frontal-posterior connectivity in the brain. This is in 
contrast to more traditional viewpoints of frontal lobe maturation driving better control and more 
mature EF (Moriguchi & Hiraki, 2009).  
The Dimensional Attention Account of the DCCS 
The architecture used to simulate the DCCS is based on general properties of information 





Figure 2. Schematic of Buss & Spencer (2014) DFT Model of Flexibility. The above schematic 
presentation of the model shows pre- and post-switch trials.  
 
 
Dynamic Neural Field (DNF) model proposed by Buss and Spencer (2014) explains why 
3-year-olds perseverate in the DCCS task and 4-year-olds successfully switch in post-switch 
trials. The model is based on a network consisting of frontal, parietal, and temporal regions. 
Within the proposed network, the parietal component represented spatial information in the task 
(in purple), two feature-space mappings in temporal regions initially representing the target card 
inputs (denoted by yellow and green), and the frontal component where dimensional label 
representations were formed to make decisions based on the task rules (in blue). The parietal 
component provides an anchor for the spatial representations and, ultimately, serves as a proxy 
for the response generated from the model (i.e. the model will ‘select’ or activate a spatial 
location that corresponds with a response option- left or right target card). The temporal 
component is composed of bi-dimensional neurons that are tuned to a combination of spatial and 




component is composed of a label system that forms representations by generating reciprocal 
connections between labels (e.g. “red” or “blue”) and feature information about dimensions (e.g. 
the colors red or blue) in the posterior component. Through these frontal-posterior and posterior-
posterior connections, label representations can lead to the activation of feature representations 
reciprocally. In the context of the DCCS, activating a label for ‘blue’ (i.e. frontal-posterior 
connections) can prime activation for that feature in the object representation system (i.e. 
connections between the parietal and temporal areas) allowing the model form decisions based 
on this feature (i.e. frontal-posterior and posterior-posterior connections). Parietal and temporal 
connectivity implement an object representational system that functions by binding features to 
spatial locations. The frontal lobe modulates this spatial binding process by biasing particular 
visual dimensional fields. 
 Buss and Spencer (2014) implemented two hypotheses in this model to explain 
development in the DCCS task. The first is that frontal-temporal connectivity strengthens 
through a process of associating labels with visual features. With stronger connectivity, the 
frontal component is able to have greater influence on the posterior feature binding system. The 
second is stronger local interactions within the frontal components will give rise to stronger and 
more selective activation of the dimensional attention system.  
Buss and Spencer (2014) created two variations within the model, to represent 
developmental time points of ‘young’ and ‘old’ that had different strengths of connectivity (i.e. 
parameters) for connections between frontal and temporal areas. For simplicity, the ‘young’ 
group will be referred to as perseverators and the ‘old’ group will be referred to as switchers.  
Switchers were defined by strong connectivity between the frontal and temporal components 




weak connectivity between frontal and temporal components and weak local connectivity within 
the frontal component. In this framework, rule representations are distributed between frontal 
and temporal components. The frontal component represents what dimension is relevant, but 
does not ‘know’ which features go where. The temporal component, on the other hand, ‘knows’ 
which features go where, but does not ‘know’ which dimension is relevant. Thus, to succeed in 
this task, cooperation between multiple regions of the brain is necessary.  Buss and Spencer 
(2014) demonstrated that this model architecture was able to explain performance and 
development for 14 different versions of the DCCS. 
 The left column of Figure 2 shows the model at rest with the task inputs. The task inputs 
correspond to the location of the features on the target cards. The model first is given inputs to 
the temporal component for the features ‘blue’ on the left and ‘red’ on the right in the color field, 
and inputs for ‘circle’ on the left and ‘star’ on the right in the shape field based on the spatial 
locations of the target cards. During pre-switch trials, given the test card above (i.e. red circle) 
during the color game, the model will sort to the right. This test card is implemented as a sub-
threshold input to the ‘color’ neuron based on the rules provided for the color game. It is 
important to note that the test card input does not contain spatial information. Instead, the test 
card is provided a ridge of activation for the relevant features at all spatial locations (i.e. the bar 
running across the field for both shape and color). The model needs to make a spatial decision 
about visual features based on the rules of the game. In column three a decision has emerged 
based on spatial coupling and the bias provided by the activation of the color dimensional 
neuron. The model has a peak for red on the right and a peak for circle on the right (i.e. the third 
column), the decision is based on the overlap of the target card input (i.e. the first column) and 




based on spatial coupling—even though the model is ‘seeing’ circle on the left in the task space, 
it builds a peak for this feature on the right as the relevant dimension ‘wins’. Inhibition of the 
irrelevant dimension is necessary once conflict emerges in post-switch trials.  Before this conflict 
in presented in the task during post-switch trials, both developmental groups perform generally 
the same. 
In the post-switch trials the rules change, meaning the researcher then tells the child 
“okay we finished the color game, now we are going to play the shape game. In the shape game 
stars go on the right and circles go on the left”. In column 4 (see Figure 2), the pattern of 
Hebbian memories that formed from sorting during the pre-switch phase overlap with and 
support the target inputs in the pre-switch field but are adjacent to and in competition with the 
target inputs for the post-switch field. This is where conflict creates challenge for the model, and 
performance for the group that perseverates deviates from that of the group that switches. 
Perseverators’ post-switch performance is driven by the aforementioned Hebbian memories (i.e. 
fifth column). Even though the model is ‘told’ to sort by shape, the perseverators fail to switch 
rules, and continue sorting by color similar to the performance of 3-year-olds. Switchers are able 
to overcome the memories and flexibly switch rules due to the extra input from dimensional 
attention system (i.e. stronger connectivity between frontal-posterior regions). The variation of 
the model representing the developmental group that perseverates is dominated by bottom up 
processing due to weak dimensional attention. In contrast, the model representing the group that 
successfully switches has stronger dimensional attention and utilizes top down processing.  
The Dimensional Attention Account of the TC  
The dynamic neural field (DNF) model elucidates why switching rules in the DCCS is 




whether performance and the development of selective attention in early childhood as it pertains 
to the TC task can be explained by this dimensional attention mechanism. Using the same model 
architecture discussed above, Figure 3 shows the sequence of events that unfold on TC after 
being implemented into the existing model by Buss and Spencer (2014). Similar to the test card 
in the DCCS, a reference object provides task inputs (i.e. ridges for the color and shape of the 
reference item) at the start of a trial. In the second column (i.e. a few seconds into the trial) two 
choice objects appear and localized inputs specifying both feature and spatial information are 
activated. The instructions given to the model, reflective of those given to children in this task, 
are to select the object that best matches the reference object based on the configuration of the 
ridges and spatially localized object inputs. Inputs for the holistic-object’s features are close to 
the reference object ridge in both feature fields (i.e. shape and color dimensions have 
corresponding fields with ‘all possible’ feature values). In contrast, the inputs for the identity-
object’s features perfectly overlap in one field but are maximally different in the other field. This 
is similar to the DCCS in that only one dimension is relevant in order to make the correct sorting 
choice (i.e. choosing the identity match object), and weak dimensional attention may provoke an 
incorrect sorting choice (i.e. choosing the holistic match object)  based on the proposed model. 
In a purely-feed forward network, the default choice would be the holistic match due to 
greater overall neural energy at the spatial location of that object compared to the identity object. 
However, considering the coupling of these feature fields to the dimensional attention system,  
the field with the identity matching feature ends up with greater neural energy when compared to 
the holistic matching field. The field dynamics outlined above can provide a signal capable of 
selecting a relevant dimension for enhanced processing, despite greater activation due to 






Figure 3. Schematic from Current DFT Model for the Triad Classifcation Task. This figure is 
based on the TC configuration used in Perry and Samuelson (2013). Object A is the reference 
















explanation offers one possible basis for the development of selective attention in early 
childhood.  
The developmental dynamics involved in the frontal system can be seen in Figure 4. 
Node activation is plotted for the dimensional attention neurons in the same two developmental 
groups used in the DCCS (i.e. perseverators and switchers). Switchers have stronger activation of 
the relevant dimensional neuron as well as stronger suppression, or inhibition, of the irrelevant 
dimension.  
Interestingly, the variation of the model that represents perseverators always activates the 
relevant dimensional neuron (i.e. node) even though it fails to successfully ‘attend’ to that 
dimension in these tasks. Figure 4 also shows an interesting deviation in time course between the 
two tasks. For the TC in the switchers model, the posterior/frontal interaction corresponding with 
node activation make in fact take longer due in to the absence of explicit rules in the task. For the 
DCCS in the switchers model, the frontal component already ‘knows’ what to do, thus responds 
more quickly. In contrast, the model that perseverates there is less processing resulting in faster 
processing in the DCCS compared to the TC. Due to weaker connectivity between frontal and 
posterior components, the model that perseverates takes longer overall to respond in relation to 
the model that switches.  The following questions are motivated from running a batch of 
perseverator and switcher variations of the models to determine if these activation dynamics 
produce an association between the selective and flexible attention tasks: Does the ‘young’ 
model that perseverates in the DCCS pick the holistic match in the TC? Conversely, does the 







Figure 4. Node Activation in the Triad Classification Task. The figure represents the 
developmental differences between the young (left) and old (right) model for irrelevant and 














Chapter 4: Simulation Methods  
Procedure 
 Simulations were conducted in MatLab 7.5.0 (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) on a Mac 
with an Intel i7 with a 2.6 GHz processor and a PC with an Intel i7 3.33 GHz quad-core 
processor. The model was given the standard DCCS and original TC as described by Buss and 
Spencer (2014) and Perry and Samuelson (2013). Each session of the DCCS had 12 trials (i.e. 6 
pre-switch and 6 post-switch) and of the TC had 12 trials (i.e. randomized between participants 
for the dimension of the identity match). Responses were coded based on the spatial location 
selected in the DCCS task or the object selected in the TC task. 
Hemodynamics were simulated by tracking the synaptic activity for each component of 
the model and convolving this time course with an impulse response function (Buss & Spencer, 
2012). The convolved hemodynamics were then normalized across models and tasks by dividing 
by the maximum signal amplitude for each component, subtracting the initial value of the 
hemodynamic response from each trial, and averaging across trials. 
Simulation Results  
For the remainder of the paper, the ‘young’ model is referring to the perseverators and the 
‘old’ model is referring to the switchers. The current model replicates the DCCS models by Buss 
and Spencer (2014): the ‘young’ model perseverated and the ‘old’ model switched rules. In 
addition to this, the current model demonstrates that the ‘young’ model picks the holistic choice 
on every trial but the ‘old’ model picks the identity choice 80% of the time.  
Based on the behavioral results from this batch of simulations, the DCCS and TC tasks 
were highly correlated regardless of age (r²= .141, p=.046). The grouping of simulated 




example, in the triad classification task three clusters of data were apparent (i.e. high, average, 
and low performers). The same groups emerged in the DCCS, suggesting previous groupings of 
“pass” or “fail” may not suffice when linking the complexity of behaviors with hemodynamic 
data.  
 Hemodynamic simulation results are plotted in Figure 5, in which results for the DCCS 
also replicated from previous findings: stronger hemodynamic responses were observed for the 
‘old’ model relative to the ‘young’ model in all components (Buss& Spencer, 2014). Novel 
predictions were made for the TC task, in that stronger hemodynamic responses were observed 
for the ‘old’ model relative to the ‘young’ model in all components, the most prominent 
difference demonstrated by the temporal component.  
 
 
Figure 5. Model Hemodynamic Predictions. This figure shows hemodynamic predictions made 





The frontal component shows differences between tasks for the ‘young’ model with a 
stronger responses seen in the DCCS compared to the TC task. Finally, the temporal component 
showed a stronger response in the TC task relative to the DCCS task for the ‘old’ model. The 
difference in activation of the frontal component between tasks for the ‘young’ model could be 
driven the absence of explicit rules, and thus less input from that frontal component on the 
decision-making process. Figure 4 showed the activation of the dimensional nodes in the DCCS 
and TC tasks, exhibiting a late and weak activation of these nodes for the ‘young’ model in 
comparison to the ‘old’ model. The difference in activation in the temporal component for the 
old model, however, is likely due to the stronger reverberation between frontal and temporal 
components. This allows the dimensional signal in the TC tasks to be amplified in order enhance 
processing of the task relevant feature. This might also reflect the stronger inhibitory interaction 
within the task-relevant field which is needed in order to suppress activation of the feature for the 
holistic choice. What this might suggest is that switchers have both feature to feature and 
dimensional node to dimension node competition while perservators primarily have feature to 
feature competition.  
Summary 
The behavioral simulations suggest that selective and flexible attention in the context of 
both the TC and DCCS may fall along the same continuum, on which attention in these tasks 
slides from selectivity to flexibility and then back to selectivity for the later developmental group 
(i.e. switchers) and may be less functional in this way for the earlier developmental group. 
Selectivity and flexibility, together as one function of attention may utilize the same attentional 
mechanism of dimensional attention for both of these tasks and their variations. Although the 




flexible attention, there were dissociations at the level of neural activation. The model predicts 
differences between tasks in the frontal component of the ‘young’ model but differences between 
tasks in the temporal component of the ‘old’ model, suggesting the processes involved in these 
types of attention may differ and require a different amount of involvement from each of the 
components represented in the model. Meaning different patterns of activation may be associated 
with selectivity and flexibility at these two developmental time points, while still utilizing the 




















Chapter 5: Hypothesis 
From the model it can be inferred that the processes of selectivity and flexibility are both 
produced by the same mechanism of dimensional attention in these tasks and that perhaps, due to 
the ambiguity between these types of attention as well as the weak support for them as separate 
entities in the literature, they function along the same continuum of attentional control. Flexible 
and selective attention have similar but distinct processing demands—overcoming biases from 
habit verses overcoming strong bottom-up stimulus activation. The same dimensional attention 
mechanism implemented by DFT can explain developmental changes in both of these contexts.  
The current study aims to propose that flexible and selective attention may possibly fall along a 
continuum as appose to being two separate pieces based on the current interpretations of the 
model (see Figure 6). Consequently, performance on in these tasks should be highly correlated 
within an individual and reflect the hemodynamic activation predicted by the model.  
In addition to how these types of attention develop in the preschool years, specifically in 
light of these tasks, dimensional attention could be dependent on dimensional label learning and 
this language related manipulations are discussed. Functional Near-Infrared spectroscopy 
(fNIRS) data will be collected to test this frontal-temporal-parietal network of dimensional 
attention in which developmental differences will be representative of the task demands on these 
two mechanisms of attention in a systematic way. On prediction is that frontal regions will show 
greater activation over-all in both tasks for the ‘old’ model. Another prediction is that activation 
during the TC will show greater developmental differences when compared to the DCCS for the 
parietal region, suggesting that there are greater spatial demands in the TC than the DCCS 
because of the nature of the tasks. A final prediction is for the temporal region there will be a 




the DCCS because the task requires both selective and flexible attention, thus greater demands 




Figure 6. Proposed Dimensional Attention Hypothesis. In the above figure, attention is 
reorganized to fit the demands of selective and flexible attention tasks. Here Dimensional label 
learning facilitates the development of dimensional attention while dimensional attention 
reciprocally feedbacks on dimensional label learning. Dimension attention can be looked at 
















Chapter 6: Experimental Methods 
Stimuli  
Stimuli in the TC will consists of metrically differentiated shapes and colors using (see 
Figure 7) and presented on a gray background to account for any confound associated with color 
of the stimuli (Drucker & Aguirre, 2009). In addition, the NIH Toolbox version of the DCCS will 
be used (see Figure 8).  
Procedure 
 Thirty-two children ages 3.5- and 4.5-year-olds were tested with a mean age of 42.9 
months for the 3-year-olds and 53.6 months for the 4-year-olds. There were 8 females and 8 
males in the 3-year-old group and 6 females and 10 males in the 4-year-old group. In each age 
group children were assigned to one of two conditions. Conditions were counterbalanced for 
order (i.e. receiving the DCCS and TC) and randomly assigned based on the age of the child. 
Within the NIH Toolbox for the DCCS, pre- and post- switch dimensions were counterbalanced 
by shape then color (i.e. SC) or color then shape (i.e. CS) for order, such that four children in 
each age group received the following conditions: TC then SC DCCS, TC then CS DCCS, CS 
DCCS then TC, and SC DCCS then TC. The children were not diverse in their ethnicity, but 
were representative of the local population (i.e. 4 of 32 children were from minority 
populations). In the DCCS, children were either told to play the color or shape game and then 
given the rules for that game (e.g. for the color game, purple ones go here and yellow ones go 
here, so in the color game where would this one go [pointing to indicate all of these locations]). 
Children were given reminders of the rules through the task. In the TC task, children were given 













Figure 7. Triad Classification. (A) is an example of one trial in the TC, where the reference item 
is at the bottom of the screen and the two choice objects are at the top of the screen. (B) Fourier 
space generated stimuli that are systematically changed along the dimensions of shape and color 
to match the task parameters based on the above ‘steps’ for the relevant and irrelevant dimension. 












Figure 8. Dimensional Change Card Sorting Task. (A) Children practice with cards before 
beginning the NIH Toolbox version of DCCS. (B) Children are given this for pre- and post-
switch trials of standard DCCS, followed by a mixed block (C) where the target cards are 









Figure 9. Practice Trials for TC. Left (A) depicts a practice trail for color before the beginning of 
the TC, and right (B) depicts a practice trial for shape before the beginning of the TC.  
 
 
Children were given the following instructions at the beginning of the TC: “You are 
going to see one picture appear on the screen and then two more picture just above it here 
(pointing). I want you to tell me which one of these two (pointing) goes most with (sub “most 
like” as needed) this one (pointing to reference object).” Children were then reminded of the 
instructions, as needed, throughout the task.  
Functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) was collected at 25 Hz using a 12-channel 
Techen CW6 system with wavelengths of 830nm and 690 nm. Light was delivered via fiber optic 
cables that terminated in a customized cap placed on the head with sources and detectors secured 










An array was compiled of 2 sources and 4 detectors placed approximately 3 cm apart. 
Placement of sources were relative to the 10-20 system, which is standard. The arrays were 
placed on the head over left and right frontal cortex (F3-F5; F4-F6), left and right parietal cortex 
(P3-P5; P4-P6), and left and right temporal cortex (T3-T5; T4-T6). Specifically, the right side 
was more parietal-central whereas the left was more temporal. The locations of the sources and 
detectors were digitized using a Polhemus motion tracking system and marked in relation to 






Figure 10. fNIRS Cap. An example of a polhemus digitization mapped on to a brain atlas 
depicting probe placement, where lights are in red, and detectors are in blue in comparison to 
actual images of probe placement (A) is left hemisphere, (B) is right hemisphere, (C) is from the 










Chapter 7: Results 
Statistical Analysis of Hemodynamics for the TC 
  The fNIRS data was analyzed using repeated ANOVAS for each channel (i.e. light to 
detector) for participants in each age group. Levels of deoxygenated and oxygenated hemoglobin 
were compared per channel to test for a significant difference in values across conditions.  These 
results were then tested against the model’s hemodynamic predictions (see Figure 5). Certain 
channels were excluded for not meeting motion criteria or for having less than 4 trials per 
condition (see Table 2a and 2b).  
When you collapse across groups, there were no main effects or interactions between-
subjects for hemoglobin levels or condition. Within groups there were main effects of oxy and 
dimension but no interactions between the two (See Table 1). In Figure 11 you can see the oxy 
and dimensional effects graphed for the significant channels.  
 
Table 1. Statistics for Hemodynamics Data During TC. MotionPro set at .3 and outliers set at 2 
standard deviations in which averages were taken over a set time window.  
 
                                                Groups 
  High Triad Criteria Low Triad Criteria 
 1  Oxy, F(1,17)=5.291, p=.034 
 2 Oxy, F(1,17)=5.284, 
p=.034 
Oxy, F(1,16)=4.260, p=.056 
 3 Oxy, F(1,16)=6.630, 
p=.020 
 
Channels  4  Dim, F(1,18)=6.340, p=.021 
 5  Oxy, F(1,18)=6.340, p=.021 
 6  Dim, F(1,15)=8.016, p=.013 
 7  Dim, F(1,15)=4.429, p=.053 









Figure 11. Hemodynamics TC. Where (A) is high triad criteria and (B) is low triad criteria. The 
column on the left denotes channels in which significance was found by either oxy or 
dimension/condition. Red lines mean oxyHbO for color correct trials, where dashed red lines 
mean deHbo. Blue lines mean oxyHbO for shape correct trials, where dashed blue lines mean 




























































































Table 2a. High Triad Excluded Channels. The same were excluded for the DCCS old group. 
 
   Channels 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 2008         
 2010      X X X 
 2011         
 2016         
 2017        X 
Participants 2018         
 2019         
 2021         
 2022         
 2031         
 2032        X 
 2037         
 2038         
 2041   X  X X X X 
 2042         
 2044         
 2045         




























Table 2b. Low Triad Excluded Channels. The same were exclude for the DCCS young groups.  
 
  Channels 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 2004         
 2012         
 2015         
 2020      X X  X 
 2023         
 2024         
 2025         
 2026         
 2027         
Participants 2028     X X X X 
 2029         
 2030         
 2033         
 2034         
 2036         
 2039         
 2043  X       
 2046 X X   X X  X 






Statistical Analysis: Hemodynamics for the DCCS 
Interestingly, when you collapse across groups, there was a significant main effect of 
oxygenated hemoglobin for channel 4 and an interaction between oxygenated hemoglobin and 
condition for both channel 6 and 8 (F(2,30)=4.888, p=.024; F(2,30)=3.279, p=.041; 
F(2,30)=4.444, p=.043) (See Figure 12). One individual from the high group was excluded 










Table 3. Statistics for Hemodynamics Data During DCCS. The same MotionPro criteria for the 
TC were also used for the DCCS. One exception was made for the time scale. For the DCCS, a 
0-12 second timescale was used for statistical analysis as appose to the 0-6 timescale used for the 
TC. 
 Groups by Performance 













2   Oxy(F(1,10)=6.903, 
p=.025)  








5    
6   CondXOxy(F(1,10)=5.717, 
p=.034) 
7    











Figure 12. Hemodynamics DCCS. (A) low performing DCCS, (B) average performing DCCS, 
and (C) high performing DCCS. Conditions are depicted for both oxyHbO (e.g. solid lines) and 
deHbO (e.g. dashed lines) for the following: Pre-Switch trials (i.e. blue), Post-Switch Trials (i.e. 




















This figure demonstrates that each region of the dimensional attention network is being 
utilized differentially in response to the task demands of rule switching regarding the relevant 
dimension. The groups for the DCCS were based on behavioral scores in the pre and post-switch 
phases. That is, those that passed pre-switch and not post-switch were low, those that passed pre-
switch and made some correct post-switch responses were average, and those that passed the pre-
switch and made all correct post-switch choices were high performers. 
Statistical Analysis: Behavioral Data for the TC and DCCS 
The behavioral data was analyzed by conducting a correlation for DCCS and TC scores, a 
partial correlation to test collinearity of these scores with age, and a multivariate multiple 
regression in order to draw conclusions about shared variance as one task predicts performance 
on the other as well as age (see Figure 13).  TC performance during color identity trials was 
related to the overall performance on the DCCS (r²=.339, p=.030) and incorrect color trials (r²=-
.331, p=.034) but not for the shape dimension (r²=.284, p=.072). Both shape and color 
performance on the TC were related to mixed block performance during the DCCS (r²=.368, 
p=.027; r².357, p=.014).  Post-switch dimension was not related to either shape or color 
performance in the TC. 
Actual age in months was highly correlated with performance on both the TC (r²=.402, 
p=.009) and the DCCS (r²=.559, p=.000).  Performance by dimension on the TC was also 
correlated with age, that is the number of correct color identity matches was positively correlated 
with actually age in months (r²=.494, p=.005) while shape identity matches were not correlated 
with age in months (r²=.178, p=.339). For the DCCS, only shape correct trials during the mixed 
block were positively associated with actual age in months (r²=.420, p=.019). This provides 





Figure 13. Correlation between TC and DCCS Performance. Over-all correlation between scores 
on the DCCS and the TC were significant (r²=.532, p=.002).  
 
 
used differentially when flexibly or selectively attending depending on that tuning. 
Linking Brain and Behavior  
Deoxygenated hemoglobin levels were positively correlated with color incorrect trials on 
during the TC on channel 3 (r²=.610, p=.027), whereas they were negatively correlated with 
oxygenated hemoglobin during shape incorrect trials on channel 4 (r²=-.644, p=.013). Shape 
correct trial performance on channel 5 was negatively correlated with deoxygenated hemoglobin 
levels (r²=.374, p=.046).  
Oxygenated hemoglobin levels during shape correct trials in the TC task on channel 1 
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Oxygenated hemoglobin levels during shape incorrect trials in the TC task on channel 1 were 
negatively correlated with overall performance on the DCCS (r²=-.685, p=.003). This trend 
continues for shape correct on channel 2 (r²=-.312, p=.044). Deoxygenated hemoglobin levels 
during shape incorrect is positively associated with performance on the DCCS (r²=.465, p=.047). 
Oxygenated hemoglobin levels of color incorrect trials on channel 4 are also positively 
correlated with DCCS performance (r²=.540, p=.028). In contrast, oxygenated hemoglobin levels 
during color incorrect trials on channels 7 and 8 are negatively correlated with DCCS 
performance (r²=-.547, p=.033; r²=-.731, p=.003).  
TC performance, however, was not correlated with either oxygenated or deoxygenated 
hemoglobin levels on any channels during any of the three conditions of the DCCS task. This 
suggest that while dimensional attention abilities explains how flexibility can be predictive of 
selectivity, the nature of how selectivity may facilitate flexibility is unclear. When these same 
correlations were ran with DCCS performance as a factor, those that were unstable in their 
responses during the post-switch phase showed a negative correlation between deoxygenated 
hemoglobin on channel 7 and overall TC performance (r²=-.734, p=.038).  In contrast, this same 
group showed a positive correlation between deoxygenated hemoglobin levels on channel 8 
during and performance on the DCCS (r²=.805, p=.029). For the perseverative group, 
deoxygenated hemoglobin levels on channel 1 during the Pre-switch were positively associated 
with performance on the TC task (r²=.718, p=.013). For channel 1 the same relationship emerged 
for deoxygenated hemoglobin during mixed block incorrect trials (r²=.734, p=.010). For channel 
2, TC performance was negatively correlated with oxygenated hemoglobin during mixed 
incorrect trials while deoxygenated hemoglobin during those same trials was positively 




during pre-switch trials was positively associated with performance on channel 2 (r²=.814, 
p=.002). Oxygenated hemoglobin levels on post-switch trials on channel 4 were negatively 
correlated with performance on the TC (r²=-.768, p=.006).  
Finally, the group that switched successfully during post-switch trials on the DCCS had 
correlations in the more posterior regions. Deoxygenated hemoglobin levels on channel 6 during 
the post-switch were negatively correlated with overall performance on the TC (r²=-.734, 
p=.034) whereas deoxygenated hemoglobin levels on channel 8 were positively associated with 
performance during these same trials (r²=.805, p=.029).  
In the complexity of these results a trend emerges in favor of selectivity and flexibility 
co-developing and dimensionally specific tuning of neurons is one processing driving the 
development of the dimensional attention mechanism. The complexity of these brain-behavior 
relationships is revealed via these correlations. The way in which the dimensional attention 














Chapter 8: Conclusion 
 The current study aimed to assess the processes of flexible and selective attention under 
the proposed common mechanism of dimensional attention. Utilizing a DFT framework, a model 
was proposed and used to make predictions about behavior and neural outcomes during the Triad 
Classification and Dimensional Change Card Sorting task. Although the model is still being 
refined, it provides a unified framework in which to conceptualize and predict the functioning of 





Figure 14. Developmental Time Course of Select Attention Abilities. This figure is a proposed 






 Some limitations do apply to this. One potential explanation for the null findings for the 
older children during the DCCS task. One reason for this task being inappropriate is this version 
of the DCCS has very few trial types and is too condensed. Other versions have shown better 
promise with being applicable to neuroimaging studies as well as showing better hemodynamic 
results (see also Buss & Spencer, under review). The current study shows a robust behavioral 
result and interesting correlations between hemodynamics and behavior but lacks real clarity in 
how they might be connected. Further work is needed to probe the intricacies of these 
relationships.  
Another limitation of the current study is its assumption of timescales for the two tasks 
respectably. The initial assumption in having a 0-6 second timescale for the analysis of the TC 
hemodynamic data was that the task demands, that is the parts of the fronto-temporal-parietal 
network being utilized in this task, would unfold on a faster time scale than the DCCS. When 
looking at the data, this seemed a reasonable first step in the analysis although it seems it may 
not be the best or final step in analyzing this type of data. Some issues in this initial event-related 
analysis (i.e. a fairly new approach in fNIRS publications although common now in fMRI work) 
arose that should be further explored in future studies. One such issue was the question of when 
it is appropriate to use different time scales for different brain regions? Another was how might 
this study benefit from a full network analysis as appose to a systematic and consistent time-
scale across regions? Another issue is how to solve for time scale issues associated with 
development and task demands in the same data set. Finally, in what ways can we shift the 
timescale based on delay in participant response without having to utilize a reaction time cut-off 
that may limit our analysis of this fairly slow hemodynamic response in younger participants 




Future directions  
 The highlighted area in Figure 14 emphasizes the age range on which the current study 
focused. Future studies should aim to assess the roots of these attention abilities, specifically 
those in infancy. In addition, clinical populations with attention deficits, specifically those with 
ADHD should also be studies. Currently, there are few diagnostic tools to assess ADHD before 
the age of seven. Research focused on quantitative differences in attention abilities in early 
childhood may be one potential avenue for developing new assessments for early diagnosis.    
 The current study also raises many new questions concerning the relationship between 
brain and behavior during selective and flexible attentional processing. Future work should look 
at other measures in relation to these tasks such as a battery of attention tasks that includes low 
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